June 2022 New Adult Fiction
Bloomsbury Girls - Natalie Jenner
"Natalie Jenner, the internationally bestselling author of The Jane Austen Society, returns with a
compelling and heartwarming story of post-war London, a century-old bookstore, and three
women determined to find their way in a fast-changing world in Bloomsbury Girls. Bloomsbury
Books is an old-fashioned new and rare book store that has persisted and resisted change for a
hundred years, run by men and guided by the general manager's unbreakable fifty-one rules. But
in 1950, the world is changing, especially the world of books and publishing, and at Bloomsbury
Books, the girls in the shop have plans: Vivien Lowry: Single since her aristocratic fiancé was
killed in action during World War II, the brilliant and stylish Vivien has a long list of grievances--most of them
well justified and the biggest of which is Alec McDonough, the Head of Fiction. Grace Perkins: Married with two
sons, she's been working to support the family following her husband's breakdown in the aftermath of the war.
Torn between duty to her family and dreams of her own. Evie Stone: In the first class of female students from
Cambridge permitted to earn a degree, Evie was denied an academic position in favor of her less
accomplished male rival. Now she's working at Bloomsbury Books while she plans to remake her own future.
As they interact with various literary figures of the time--Daphne Du Maurier, Ellen Doubleday, Sonia Blair
(widow of George Orwell), Samuel Beckett, Peggy Guggenheim, and others--these three women with their
complex web of relationships, goals and dreams are all working to plot out a future that is richer and more
rewarding than anything society will allow".
Bold Fortune - M. M. Crane
The official protector of all the unspoiled beauty in Lost Lake, Alaska, frontiersman Quinn Fortune
meets his match in cheerful professor Violet Parrish who agrees to spend one month in the
Alaskan wilderness in exchange for his approval on a land proposal.

The Darling Dahlias and the Red Hot Poker - Susan Wittig Albert
It's Labor Day weekend, 1935, and members of the Darling Dahlias--the garden club in little
Darling, Alabama--are trying to keep their cool at the end of a sizzling summer. This isn't easy,
though, since there's a firebug on the loose in Darling. He--or she!--strikes without apparent rhyme
or reason, and things have gotten to the point where nobody feels safe. What's more, a
dangerous hurricane is poised to hurl itself in Darling's direction, while a hurricane of a different
sort is making a whirlwind campaign stop: the much-loved-much-hated senator from Louisiana,
Huey P. Long, whom President Roosevelt calls the "most dangerous man in America." Add
Ophelia Snow's secret heartthrob, Liz Lacy's Yankee lover, and the Magnolia Ladies' garden of red hot pokers,
fire-red salvia, and hot pink cosmos, and you have a volatile mix that might just burst into flames at any
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Elektra - Jennifer Saint
"Elektra is a spellbinding reimagining of the story of one of Greek mythology's most infamous
heroines, from Jennifer Saint, the author of the beloved international bestseller, Ariadne. Three
women, tangled in an ancient curse. When Clytemnestra marries Agamemnon, she ignores the
insidious whispers about his family line, the House of Atreus. But when, on the eve of the Trojan
War, Agamemnon betrays Clytemnestra in the most unimaginable way, she must confront the
curse that has long ravaged their family. In Troy, Princess Cassandra has the gift of prophecy,
but carries a curse of her own: no one will ever believe what she sees. When she is shown what
will happen to her beloved city when Agamemnon and his army arrives, she is powerless to stop the tragedy
from unfolding. Elektra, Clytemnestra and Agamemnon's youngest daughter, wants only for her beloved father
to return home from war. But can she escape her family's bloody history, or is her destiny bound by violence,
too?"
Every Cloak Rolled in Blood - James Lee Burke
"Novelist Aaron Holland Broussard is shattered when his daughter Fannie Mae dies suddenly. As
he tries to honor her memory by saving two young men from a life of crime amid their opioidravaged community, he is drawn into a network of villainy that includes a violent former
Klansman, a far-from-holy minister, a biker club posing as evangelicals, and a murderer who has
been hiding in plain sight. Aaron's only ally is state police officer Ruby Spotted Horse, a nononsense woman who harbors some powerful secrets in her cellar. Despite the air of mystery
surrounding her, Ruby is the only one Aaron can trust. That is, until the ghost of Fannie Mae
shows up, guiding her father through a tangled web of the present and past and helping him vanquish his foes
from both this world and the next. Drawn from James Lee Burke's own life experiences, Every Cloak Rolled in
Blood is a devastating exploration of the nature of good and evil and a deeply moving story about the power of
love and family."
Fevered Star - Rebecca Roanhorse
"The great city of Tova is shattered. The sun is held within the smothering grip of the Crow God's
eclipse, but a comet that marks the death of a ruler and heralds the rise of a new order is
imminent. As sea captain Xiala is swept up in the chaos and currents of change, she finds an
unexpected ally in the former Priest of Knives. For the Clan Matriarchs of Tova, tense alliances
form as far-flung enemies gather and the war in the heavens is reflected upon the earth. And for
Serapio and Naranpa, both now living avatars, the struggle for free will and personhood in the
face of destiny rages. How will Serapio stay human when he is steeped in prophecy and
surrounded by those who desire only his power? Is there a future for Naranpa in a transformed Tova without
her total destruction?"
A Lady for a Duke - Alexis Hall
"When Viola Caroll was presumed dead at Waterloo she took the opportunity to live, at last, as
herself. But freedom does not come without a price, and Viola paid for hers with the loss of her
wealth, her title, and her closest companion, Justin de Vere, the Duke of Gracewood. Only when
their families reconnect, years after the war, does Viola learn how deep that loss truly was.
Shattered without her, Gracewood has retreated so far into grief that Viola barely recognises her
old friend in the lonely, brooding man he has become. As Viola strives to bring Gracewood back
to himself, fresh desires give new names to old feelings. Feelings that would have been
impossible once and may be impossible still, but which Viola cannot deny. Even if they cost her everything, all
over again".

Nettle and Bone - T. Kingfisher
"This isn't a fairytale where the princess marries a prince. It's one where she kills him. From Hugo,
Nebula, and Locus award-winning author T. Kingfisher comes an original and subversive new
fantasy adventure. After years of seeing her sisters suffer at the hands of an abusive prince,
Marra-the shy, convent-raised, third-born daughter-has finally realized that no one is coming to
their rescue. No one, except for Marra herself. Seeking help from a powerful gravewitch, Marra is
offered the tools to kill a prince-if she can complete three impossible tasks. But, as is the way in
tales of princes, witches, and daughters, the impossible is only the beginning. On her quest,
Marra is joined by the gravewitch, a reluctant fairy godmother, a strapping former knight, and a chicken
possessed by a demon. Together, the five of them intend to be the hand that closes around the throat of the
prince and frees Marra's family and their kingdom from its tyrannous ruler at last. "Nettle & Bone is the kind of
book that immediately feels like an old friend. Fairytale mythic resonance meets homey pragmatism in this
utterly delightful story. It's creepy, funny, heartfelt, and full of fantastic characters I absolutely loved!" -Melissa
Caruso, author of The Tethered Mage".
Razzmatazz - Christopher Moore
"San Francisco, 1947. Bartender Sammy 'Two Toes' Tiffin and the rest of the Cookie's Coffee
Irregulars, a ragtag bunch of working mugs last seen in Noir, are on the hustle: they're trying to
open a driving school for Chinatown residents; shanghai an abusive Swedish stevedore; get
Mable, the local madam, and her girls to a Christmas party at the State Hospital without alerting
the overzealous head of the S.F.P.D. vice squad; all while Sammy's girlfriend, Stilton (a.k.a. the
Cheese), and her 'Wendy the Welder' gal pals are using their wartime shipbuilding skills on a
secret project that might be attracting the attention of some government Men in Black. And, oh
yeah, someone is murdering the city's drag kings and club owner Jimmy Vasco is sure she's next on the list
and wants Sammy to find the killer. Meanwhile, Eddie 'Moo Shoes' Shu has been summoned by his Uncle Ho
to help save his opium den from Squid Kid Tang, a vicious gangster who is determined to retrieve a priceless
relic: an ancient statue of the powerful Rain Dragon that Ho stole from one of the fighting tongs forty years
earlier. And if Eddie blows it, he just might call down the wrath of that powerful magical creature on all of Fog
City."
Secrets - Fern Michaels
In the second installment in a new series from Fern Michaels, a brother and sister who own an
antique shop find themselves with life or death information and realize they have no one to turn
to but themselves.

Sparring Partners - John Grisham
Homecoming: Jake Brigance is back, but he's not in the courtroom. He's called upon to help an
old friend, Mack Stafford, a former lawyer in Clanton, who three years earlier became a local
legend when he stole money from his clients, divorced his wife, filed for bankruptcy, and left his
family in the middle of the night. Now Mack is back, and he's leaning on his old pals, Jake and
Harry Rex, to help him return. His homecoming does not go as planned.
Strawberry Moon: Cody Wallace is a young death row inmate only three hours from execution.
His lawyers can't save him, the courts slam the door, and the governor says no to a last-minute
request for clemency. As the clock winds down, Cody has one final request.
Sparring Partners: The Malloy brothers, Kirk and Rusty, are two successful young lawyers who inherited a
once prosperous firm when its founder, their father, was sent to prison. Kirk and Rusty loathe each other, and
speak only when necessary. As the firm disintegrates, the resulting fiasco falls into the lap of Diantha
Bradshaw, the only person the partners trust.

Thrill of the Hunt - Rita Mae Brown
"A blackmailer targeting wealthy members of "Sister" Jane Arnold's club has turned the hunters
into the hunted in this thrilling mystery from New York Times bestselling author Rita Mae Brown.
It's the start of fox hunting season and Sister is training a new generation of hounds in eager
anticipation of Opening Hunt. But before they make it to that exciting day, several members of the
hunt club receive ominous videos in which they appear to be doing scandalous, career-ending
deeds. The videos are doctored, but does it matter? The unknown blackmailer promises to
publish the clips if he or she doesn't get paid, and even the most upstanding citizen can be
brought down by the court of public opinion. While Sister and her friends try to unmask the dastardly mind
behind the videos, mysteries abound in their beautiful Blue Ridge Mountain town home. Two men die,
apparently by suicide, shocking a community that never saw their deaths coming. And rumors abound that Old
Paradise, the estate being lovingly restored by Crawford Howard, houses a secret stash of gold from its
original owner. Does someone want the treasure badly enough to kill for? Sister and her fellow Jefferson Hunt
Club members, including friends both two- and four-legged, are on the case-and with any luck, they'll catch the
criminals before the first horn sounds on Opening Day".
Unfailing Love - Janette Oke and Laurel Oke Logan
"Lillian Walsh and Grace Bennett have learned so much already about caring for children in
distress. It hasn't been easy, but it becomes even more difficult when they suddenly discover that
three children have run away. Concerned for the trio's safety, the sisters will do all they can to find
the children. But the runaways are not the only thing putting the future of the children's home in
question. Lillian is faced with choosing between her dreams with fiancé Walter and her
commitment to her sister. Steady Ben Waldin is keen to find where his family settled in Canada
and to give little Janie a place to permanently call home. And the sisters receive a pair of surprise
visitors that leaves them and their family uncertain. As all of the people invested in the children's home seek to
determine their paths forward, they begin to realize that sometimes loving well means making difficult choices."
The Wedding Crasher - Mia Sosa
Crashing the wedding of complete strangers who don't belong together, Solange agrees to be
the former groom's pretend girlfriend to make up for her interference, and as they fake date for
the benefit of his colleagues, they form an undeniable connection.

Yerba Buena - Nina LaCour
"The debut adult novel by the bestselling and award-winning YA author Nina LaCour, following
two women on a star-crossed journey toward each other. When Sara Foster runs away from
home at sixteen, she leaves behind not only the losses that have shattered her world but the girl
she once was, capable of trust and intimacy. Years later, in Los Angeles, she is a sought-after
bartender, renowned as much for her brilliant cocktails as for the mystery that clings to her.
Across the city, Emilie Dubois is in a holding pattern. In her seventh year and fifth major as an
undergraduate, she yearns for the beauty and community her Creole grandparents cultivated but
is unable to commit. On a whim, she takes a job arranging flowers at the glamorous restaurant Yerba Buena
and embarks on an affair with the married owner. When Sara catches sight of Emilie one morning at Yerba
Buena, their connection is immediate. But the damage both women carry, and the choices they have made,
pulls them apart again and again. When Sara's old life catches up to her, upending everything she thought she
wanted just as Emilie has finally gained her own sense of purpose, they must decide if their love is more
powerful than their pasts. At once exquisite and expansive, astonishing in its humanity and heart, Yerba Buena

is a love story for our time and a propulsive journey through the lives of two women finding their way in the
world"
You Made a Fool of Death with Your Beauty - Akwaeke Emezi

"A New York Times bestselling author, National Book Award finalist, and "one of our
greatest living writers" (Shondaland) reimagines the love story in this fresh and seductive
novel about a young woman seeking joy while healing from loss. Feyi Adekola wants to
learn how to be alive again. It's been five years since the accident that killed the love of
her life and she's almost a new person now-an artist with her own studio, and sharing a
brownstone apartment with her ride-or-die best friend, Joy, who insists it's time for Feyi to
ease back into the dating scene. Feyi isn't ready for anything serious, but a steamy encounter at a
rooftop party cascades into a whirlwind summer she could have never imagined: a luxury trip to a
tropical island, decadent meals in the glamorous home of a celebrity chef, and a major curator who
wants to launch her art career. She's even started dating the perfect guy, but their new relationship
might be sabotaged before it has a chance by the dangerous thrill Feyi feels every time she locks
eyes with the one person in the house who is most definitely off-limits. This new life she asked for just
got a lot more complicated, and Feyi must begin her search for real answers. Who is she ready to
become? Can she release her past and honor her grief while still embracing her future? And, of
course, there's the biggest question of all-how far is she willing to go for a second chance at love?
Akwaeke Emezi's vivid and passionate writing takes us deep into a world of possibility and healing,
and the constant bravery of choosing love against all odds".
All Your Perfects - Colleen Hoover
Colleen Hoover, #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends with Us, delivers her highly
anticipated new novel All Your Perfects, a tour de force about a troubled marriage and the one
old forgotten promise that might be able to save it.

Flying Solo - Linda Holmes
"A woman returns to her small Maine hometown, uncovering family secrets that take her on a
journey of self-discovery and new love, in this warm and charming novel from the New York
Times bestselling author of Evvie Drake Starts Over. Smarting from her recently cancelled
wedding and about to turn forty, Laurie Sassalyn returns to her Maine hometown of Calcasset to
handle the estate of her great-aunt Dot, a spirited adventurer who lived to be ninety. Along with
boxes of Polaroids and pottery, a mysterious wooden duck shows up at the bottom of a cedar
chest. Laurie's curiosity is piqued, especially after she finds a love letter to the never-married Dot
that ends with the line, "And anyway, if you're ever desperate, there are always ducks, darling." Laurie is told
that the duck has no financial value. But after it disappears under suspicious circumstances, she feels
compelled to figure out why anyone would steal a wooden duck-and why Dot kept it hidden away in the first
place. Suddenly Laurie finds herself swept up in a righteous caper that has her negotiating with antiques
dealers and con artists, going on after-hours dates at the local library, and reconnecting with her oldest friend
and first love. Desperate to uncover her great-aunt's secrets, Laurie must reckon with her past, her future, and
ultimately embrace her own vision of flying solo".

Love and Other Words - Christina Lauren
Macy Sorensen has decided to settle for marriage to an older man until she bumps into Elliot
Petropoulos--her first and most intense love, who eventually broke her heart--sending her reeling
into reminiscence and doubt.

Meant to Be - Emily Giffin
"A restless golden boy and a girl with a troubled past navigate a love story that may be doomed
before it even begins, in this irresistible new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of All We Ever Wanted and The Lies That Bind. The Kingsley family is American royalty,
beloved for their military heroics, political service, and unmatched elegance. In 1968, after
Joseph S. Kingsley, Jr. is killed in a tragic accident, his charismatic son inherits the weight of that
legacy. But Joe III is a free spirit-and a little bit reckless. Despite his best intentions, he has
trouble meeting the expectations of a nation, as well as his exacting mother, Dottie. Meanwhile,
no one ever expected anything of Cate Cooper. She, too, grew up fatherless-and after her mother remarried an
abusive man, she was forced to fend for herself. After being discovered by a model scout at age sixteen, Cate
decides that her good looks might be her ticket out of the cycle of disappointment that her mother has always
inhabited. Before too long, Cate's face is appearing in magazines and on billboards. Yet, she has always felt
like a fraud, faking it in a world to which she's never truly belonged. When Joe and Cate unexpectedly cross
paths one afternoon, their connection is instant and intense. But can their relationship survive the glare of the
spotlight and the so-called Kingsley Curse? In a beautifully written novel that captures a gilded moment in
American history, Emily Giffin tells the story of two young people searching for belonging and identity, as well
as the answer to the question: are certain love stories meant to be?
Nightwork - Nora Roberts
"Harry Booth started stealing at nine to keep a roof over his ailing mother's head, slipping into
luxurious, empty homes at night to find items he could trade for precious cash. When his mother
finally succumbed to cancer, he left Chicago--but kept up his nightwork. Wandering from the
Outer Banks to Savannah to New Orleans, he dons new identities and stays careful, observant,
distant. He can't afford to attract attention--or get attached. Still, he can't help letting his guard
down when he meets Miranda Emerson. But the powerful bond between them cannot last-because not all thieves follow Harry's code of honor. Some pay others to take risks so they can
hoard more treasures. Some are driven by a desire to own people the way they own paintings and jewels. And
after Harry takes a lucrative job commissioned by Carter LaPorte, LaPorte sees a tool he can use, and decides
he wants to own Harry. The man is a predator more frightening than the alligators that haunt the bayou--and
when he strongarms Harry into robbing a Baltimore museum, Harry abandons Miranda--cruelly, with no
explanation--and disappears. But no matter what name he uses or where he goes, LaPorte casts a shadow
over Harry's life. To truly free himself, he must face down his enemy once and for all. Only then can he hope to
possess something more valuable than anything he has ever stolen.".
Part of Your World - Abby Jimenez
"People expect big things from Alexis Montgomery. She's a thirty-seven-year-old doctor from a
wealthy and prestigious family full of world-renowned surgeons. Only, Alexis is tired of living up
to her family's dreams for her. Now she's about to take her bravest step yet: start living her life for
herself. Daniel Grant is a twenty-eight-year-old small-town carpenter with a heart of gold and a
legacy of his own. He may not have gone to college, but he's always known just what he wants
for his future. What he never counted on was meeting the woman who would make him question

all he'd ever believed he needed. One fateful night their worlds collide, and soon the two are spending all the
time they can together. Their families, their friends, and their lifestyles are worlds apart ... yet something about
being together just clicks. But when word of their new relationship gets out, they are not at all prepared for
what happens next".
The Woman in the Library - Sulari Gentill
"The beautifully ornate reading room at the Boston Public Library is completely silent one
weekday morning, until a woman's terrified scream echoes through the room. Security guards
immediately appear and instruct everyone inside to stay put until they determine there is no
threat. While they wait for the all-clear, four strangers who had been sitting in the reading room
get to chatting and quickly become friendly. Harriet, Marigold, Whit, and Caine each have their
own reasons for being in the reading room that morning--and it just happens that one of them
may turn out to be a murderer. For readers of Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore, with
shades of The Secret History, The Woman in the Library is an unexpectedly twisty literary adventure that
examines the complicated nature of friendship and shows us that words can be the most dangerous weapons
of all".

